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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/20/2024

Description 2023 Forest River Salem 27RE, Forest River Salem travel trailer 27RE highlights:
Fireplace Private Bedroom Kitchen Island Shower Surround Dual Lounge Chairs
Spacious Full Bath ? This Salem travel trailer is full of wonderful amenities that
will make every trip enjoyable! The large opposing slides are what create an open
and spacious environment so that you can sit back on the Versa Lounge, one of
the two lounge chairs, or booth dinette while you soak in the ambiance from the
fireplace. You can also head outside where you will find two awnings for your
protection and a pass-through storage compartment for your gear. Also, the walk-
in closet in the front private bedroom will certainly be helpful for storing those
extra sweaters and hiking boots. ? Enjoy years and years of memories with any
one of these Forest River Salem travel trailers! They are built with a one piece,
SuperFlex roof , a powder coated I-beam frame, and an aerodynamic front radius
profile for an easier tow. The triple seal slide out system prevents water from
seeping inside and keeps it outside where it belongs. The Best In Class Value
Package includes upgraded designer furniture, seamless countertops with no T-
mold, and two zone residential soundbars with FM, Bluetooth, HDMI and USB.
You will also appreciate the heated and enclosed Accessi-Belly with removable
underbelly panels, the power tongue jack with an LED light, the designated CPAP
storage.?Some new upgraded features include: kitchen backsplash, fireplaces
with mirror fronts, bedroom bedding, 12V refrigerator, now with glass doors, and
so much more!

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 21133882
VIN Number: 35297-21133882
Condition: New
Length: 34
Slideouts: 2

Item address Claremore, Oklahoma, United States
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